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IK Multimedia TONEX Tone Partner Collections

IK Multimedia releases new TONEX Tone Partner Collections with over 100

collections on offer now representing nearly 2,000 new Tone Models to play and

record across the entire TONEX ecosystem including TONEX Pedal, and bringing the

total of available Tone Models on ToneNET to over 15,000. Tone Models are IK's

ultra-accurate AI Machine Modeling recreations of iconic guitar amps and effects,

connecting users to an endless stream of the most sought-after guitar gear,

captured by today's top tone designers and fellow users.

All Tone Partners have been chosen for the gear they own and their expertise in

creating and capturing great tones. Here is the list of select Tone Partners who have

joined the TONEX ecosystem for the launch with their premium collections:

Amalgam Audio, Big Hairy Guitars, ChopTones, Dan Leggatt, Drum And Tones,

Gitarrenlehreronline, IP Sound, Jason Sadites, Keith Merrow, Live Ready Sound, Mad

Steex, Matt Fig, Rattly And Raw, Sonic Drive Studio, Taylor Danley, The Studio Rats,

Tone Junkie, Top Jimi, TSFAHTPS.

Tone Partners are active creators who will regularly add new collections to the store

with even more collections becoming available as new Tone Partners come

onboard. Covering all styles and genres of music, Tone Partner Collections are an

exclusive and affordable way to quickly expand any player's tone toolkit. Each

collection is meticulously captured to each Tone Partner's specifications with their
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preferred settings, mics, outboard gear and cabinets using TONEX's award-winning

AI Machine Modeling technology. Users will find incredibly realistic captures of amps

from vintage to boutique to modern high-gain, plus classic and modified preamps,

pedals and everything in between. Many collections also offer amp-only DI captures

so users can add their favorite cabinet IRs or IK's VIR Cab technology.

Users can demo any Tone Partner Collection before purchasing. Furthermore, over

100 new free Tone Models from these collections are available to all TONEX

hardware or software users to download for free and use just like any TONEX Tone

Model to record, play or practice.

Tone Partner Collections can be browsed and purchased via ToneNET, IK's online

tone-sharing and social platform, or within any version of TONEX Mac/PC including

the free TONEX CS. After purchase, Tone Partner Collections become activated

inside TONEX software by selecting "Restore Purchases" in the Account panel, which

instantly downloads all collection Tone Models to the user's local library ready to

play.

Tone Partner Tone Models work seamlessly inside AmpliTube 5. The TONEX

amplifier and pedal gear models function just like other AmpliTube amps and

pedals. They can be used together to build custom signal chains and save as

presets for easy recall. The combination of TONEX and AmpliTube 5 represents the

most advanced tone powerhouse on the planet today.

Best of all, AmpliTube 5 presets created using Tone Models can now be uploaded to

ToneNET's preset sharing section. Tone Partners and users alike can combine their

favorite Tone Models with all of AmpliTube 5's hundreds of stompboxes, cabs, mics,

rack FX and more to craft complete rigs and share them with their fellow users

around the world.

TONEX Tone Partner Collections are available now to browse and purchase via

ToneNET and within any version of TONEX for Mac/PC.

www.tone.net

www.ikmultimedia.com
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